Design and planning

The people, the plan, the practice:
The Lotus Clinic
Gary Bettis, Architectural Director at Dental Design and Planning
Consultants Limited explains the steps involved in building his
client an exceptional dental practice

A

t DDPC we understand that the success of a project is dependent upon
forming a good relationship with our
client and understanding their needs. We appreciate that our clients are individuals with
their own unique requirements. It is with this
in mind that I met Mickey Frankl to find out
about his vision and his hopes of creating a
state of the art purpose built clinic combining
cosmetic dentistry with cosmetic medicine.

The dentist
I arranged to meet Mickey at his existing
practice so I could find out about the way
he operated and take a brief. This information is vital to the design process – without
it a designer cannot develop a scheme. The
brief outlines a client’s requirements in terms
of budget, accommodation and his/her future aspirations. During a tour of his practice
Mickey and I began our in-depth discussions
about his procedures and staff functions. We
talked about the type of dentistry that was being offered and what type of patient he was
catering for. I also needed to know about
Mickey’s background, his dental career and
where he saw himself in the future.
He had taken over his current practice in
1998 with 300 NHS patients gradually building it up to 4000 private patients with only
two surgeries. He has always shown a strong
interest in providing cosmetic dentistry and
became one of the first London dentists to
invest in the CEREC 3 cad-cam system, offering one-visit crowns and inlays. He invested
in the Waterlase Laser providing laser fillings
without local anaesthetics, which was one of
the first hard tissue lasers used in London. He
also purchased a diode soft tissue laser which
proved very helpful when working on smilemakeovers, which he loves doing.
He has met and learned a great deal
from key figures within the dental industry.
Dr Danny Temkin, a specialist oral surgeon
taught Mickey about implant surgery and this
aspect of the practice grew as well.

The previous practice

Figure 1: The new clear glass windows in the waiting area provides a space for advertising and creates a modern
interior.

Figure 2: The location of the reception area and central corridor allow patients to easily orientate themselves.

His previous practice was located in the
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leafy and affluent suburb of Temple Fortune,
North West London. The practice occupied
part of the ground floor of a 1960s office
block. It soon became obvious that Mickey
had outgrown the premises. The tired looking exterior was doing nothing to promote his
services. After eight years and a diminishing
lease Mickey decided it was time to expand
and relocate.

The new premises
Mickey had purchased a house not far from
his current practice – a gable fronted 1920s
semi-detached house in Golders Green. This
was an ideal location on the Finchley Road.
A large number of people passing by in a day,
three minutes from the tube/bus station with
off-street car parking. His existing patients
would not have to travel too far to his new
practice. The house was owner occupied by
a family and consisted of very large rooms
over the ground and first floors. There was
a private rear garden with a diverse range of
mature trees.

Design strategy
During our tour we discussed layouts options
and the possibility of extending the building. Mickey was very open-minded and was
in a fortunate position of having a budget
that would enable him to create his ultimate
practice. In principal the strategy was simple
- completely gut the building on both floors,
construct a rear extension and form self-contained flats on the upper floors. A decision
to remove most of the internal load-bearing
walls allowed us to create comfortably sized
rooms off a central corridor (see Figure 5).
The plan was neat and logical. Furthermore
the opening up of the interior gave us more
opportunities to create interesting features
such as a recessed merchandise display (see
Figure 1).
The main entrance was relocated to a sidewall adjacent to the existing front door to enable patients to be immediately received at
the reception area (see Figure 5).

Figure 3: Mickey’s treatment room with a large lantern roof-light and folder glazed doors

Exterior
The building needed to look like a dental
practice but also respect the existing architecture and residential location that it was
in. This did not mean that we had to maintain all the traditional features. We replaced
the leaded glass windows with clear glass to
make a modern statement. This not only increased the sense of space within the waiting
area but also provided a place for advertising.
Mickey understood the importance of branding and commissioned a graphic designer to
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Figure 4: The crisp, clear signage delivers an important message about the practice
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Figure 5: Existing and proposed plans illustrating the
opening up of the interior to
create the optimum layout,
and relocation of the main
entrance

create a logo. This logo was incorporated into
illuminated signage on the front of the building and within a freestanding sign at the front
of the site (see Figure 4). The logo was carried
into the interior to reinforce his new identity.
The lotus flower motif conveys the message
of health, beauty and spas (see Figure 2).

Interior
All of the treatment rooms were newly
equipped and the interior décor reflected the
overall colour palette chosen by the designers. Mickey’s treatment room was located at
the rear of the premises within a new extension. We incorporated folding glazed doors
and a large lantern roof light directly above
the dental chair (see Figure 3). This treatment
room is flooded with natural light and gives
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his patients uninterrupted views of the sky.
It also has direct access to
the rear garden.

The builder
The designs were drawn
up, statutory applications made and the decor scheme put together
and approved. Mickey
had already appointed a
builder prior to engaging
our services. In hindsight
perhaps this was not
such a good move. The
builder did not perform Figure 6 : The interior décor scheme continues throughout the practice into the
as expected. The build- beauty rooms
ing work dragged into many months due to gether a team of aesthetic doctors, hygienists
his builder’s poor management and eventu- and consultants who all share his vision. The
ally Mickey had no choice but to sack him practice offers a full range of dental and aesand manage the project and subcontractors thetic medicine treatments.
himself. Mickey persevered and successfully
The interior has been well designed leadoverviewed the works through to completion. ing to good flow and productivity. The denThis was a considerable achievement bearing tal environment is calm and well organised.
in mind that he was working at his existing Patients are relaxed, less anxious and more
practice and had an active family life.
receptive to treatments. The relocation has
significantly improved the quality of life for
both the dentists and the team. The new pracThe end result
The Lotus Clinic is successful in many ways. tice represents the values held by Mickey and
Mickey has followed his dream and put to- meets the expectations of his future patients.
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